A new computational scheme is presented for calculation of sum frequency generation ͑SFG͒ spectra, based on the exciton model for OH bonds. The scheme is applied to unified analysis of the SFG spectra in the OH-stretch region of the surfaces of ice, liquid water, and acid solution. A significant role of intermolecularly coupled collective modes is pointed out. SFG intensity amplification observed for acid solutions in the H-bonded OH-stretch region is reproduced qualitatively and accounted for by enhanced orientational preference "into the surface" of the H 2 O bisectors within the hydronium solvation shell.
I. INTRODUCTION
The sum frequency generation ͑SFG͒ technique emerged as a valuable tool for studying interfaces, due to surface specificity of this spectroscopic technique. The interface of liquid water, aqueous solutions, and ice with air received particular attention due to the importance of H 2 O in nature and in the laboratory; see, e.g., Refs. 1-10. The SFG spectra of liquid H 2 O include a peak at 3700 cm −1 , assigned to dangling OH, and a broad H-bonded band at lower frequencies; the latter band, which is the main topic of the present study, probes the H bonding within the surface layer. Interpretation of the H-bonded band has been a subject of considerable discussion; its low and high frequency parts were assigned to an "icelike" and a disordered component of water, respectively; 1 assignments were also proposed based on different coordinations and solvation shell configurations of water molecules. 9, 10 In parallel to the SFG investigations, much computational research has been devoted recently to surfaces of aqueous solutions, following the realization that the surface composition and chemistry are quite unique and may differ considerably from that of the bulk; 11, 12 moreover chemistry at aqueous interfaces is likely to play an important role in atmospheric chemistry ͑see, e.g., Refs. 13-16͒. One of the striking recent findings has been computational demonstration of the preference of protonated water for surface sites. 6, 17, 18 This finding is consistent with experimental observation of SFG signal enhancement in the H-bonded OHstretch region for acid solutions with respect to neat water. 2, 6, [19] [20] [21] Other evidence indicating surface preference of protonated water includes computational and spectroscopic studies of large protonated-water clusters [22] [23] [24] [25] and second harmonic generation experiments on solutions. 26 Advances in SFG investigations motivated development of computational techniques to bridge between molecular level simulations of aqueous surfaces and measured SFG spectra; the ultimate goal being microscopic interpretation of the observed spectral line shapes. The basic SFG formalism has been discussed and summarized in a number of published studies, see, e.g., Refs. 1 and 27-32. Practical applications to OH-stretch spectrum of aqueous systems are nontrivial, considering that a coupled anharmonic many body system is considered and that molecular vibrations of interest do not satisfy the classical limit ͑i.e., ប Ӷ k B T͒. Another computational problem is scarcity of accurate flexible potentials and of empirical functions describing system dipole and polarizability as a function of molecular configuration; the latter quantities are needed to evaluate the SFG spectra. Nevertheless, considerable progress has been made in modeling of the surface spectrum of neat water [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] and of an aqueous salt solution. 38, 39 Nearly all these studies employ the time correlation function formalism. [34] [35] [36] [37] Classical molecular dynamics is used to evaluate the quantum-corrected crosscorrelation function between the system dipole and the polarizability. An exception is Ref. 33 , in which a quantum treatment of OH-stretch vibrations was presented; however, some of the assumptions of this initial model ͑SFG signal taken as a sum of contributions of individual water molecules and neglection of intermolecular coupling͒ were later shown to be problematic. 37 In Ref. 9 , the model of Ref. 33 was expanded to include intermolecular coupling between near-neighbor H-bonded molecules.
In the present study, a quantum-mechanical treatment is presented for SFG spectra of H 2 O in the OH-stretch region, which includes long range intermolecular coupling and which allows for convenient qualitative interpretation of the spectra. The treatment is based on the exciton model. That is, a vibrational excitation is viewed as a linear combination of excitations delocalized over the different OH bonds within the system. The different OH-bond vibrations are coupled by intramolecular and intermolecular ͑dipole-dipole͒ coupling; thus, a possibility of excitations extending over numerous OH bonds is automatically included in the model. In addition, the model incorporates the well-known dependence of the OH-bond frequency on the strength of the local hydrogen bonding. This exciton model was used by us in the past for the analysis of the infrared ͑IR͒ and Raman spectra of ice, 40 ice surfaces, 41 ice nanocrystals, 42 water clusters, 43, 44 and liquid H 2 O. 45 Our scheme incorporates elements of preceding computational work by the groups of Rice et al. 46 and Reimers and Watts et al. 47 A related model has been recently employed by Corcelli et al . 48 to analyze ultrafast infrared spectroscopy of dilute HOD in liquid water, and infrared and Raman line shapes of dilute HOD as a function of temperature. 49 Here, an extension of the exciton model is presented to the SFG spectra. Inclusion of intermolecular coupling is crucial for treatment of ice since, as shown in the past, OHstretch excitations are delocalized over the ice sample. 40 The presence of extended OH modes in liquid water was proposed in the past based on the analysis of IR and Raman spectra, 46, [50] [51] [52] and supported by recent calculations by ourselves 45 and others. 53 The need to include intermolecular correlations was also noted in recent computational studies of SFG spectra of aqueous surfaces, employing classical time cross-correlation functions. 37 The present computational scheme is applied to the analysis of experimental SFG spectra of surfaces of ice, neat liquid water, and aqueous acid solution. For comparison with ice calculations, new experimental spectra are used which were obtained in the Shultz laboratory for single crystal ice surfaces. 8 For comparison with calculations for the liquid phase, data from the Richmond laboratory are employed pertaining to isotopic dilution studies 54 as well as to acid solvation effects. 21 Computations of the dependence of SFG-ppp spectra on the visible light incidence angle, for neat liquid H 2 O, are tested against experimental data obtained by Gan et al. 10 In Sec. II of the article, the computational scheme is described. In Sec. III, the results for ice are discussed. Section IV addresses liquid spectra. Section V focuses on a simulation with a hydronium ion at the liquid surface. The results are summarized in Sec. VI.
II. THE COMPUTATIONAL SCHEME
The basic exciton model, which was used in the past to study IR and Raman spectra of H 2 O, is described in Refs. 42, 44, and 45. Here, a version described in Ref. 45 is extended to include SFG spectra. The scheme is summarized briefly below.
OH bonds are treated as coupled local Morse oscillators. Vibrationally excited states describing OH-stretch motion are expanded in the exciton basis, exc = ͚ b c b ͉1 b Ͼ, where ͉1 b Ͼ is a product basis state with one quantum in bond b and zero quanta in the remaining bonds. The sum is over the different OH bonds within the system. The vibrational ground state is modeled as a product state corresponding to zero quanta in each bond.
The OH bonds are coupled via intra-and intermolecular coupling; the latter is modeled as an oscillating dipole-dipole interaction. Note that in condensed phases the intramolecular coupling is much smaller than in the gas phase; as can be inferred from the modest symmetric-asymmetric stretch splitting of H 2 O in the water octamer: 44 55 The reason for the small splitting in ice and clusters is cancellation between intramolecular OH..OH potential coupling and the momentum coupling which is due to the shared O atom, while in the gas the potential coupling constant has a different sign and the two terms add up. 44 On the other hand, the bond dipole derivative increases substantially upon hydrogen bonding, 42, 48, 56 resulting in substantial intermolecular coupling between OH vibrations, especially between the ones corresponding to strongly H-bonded OH. Moreover the dipole-dipole interaction is long ranged. As a result, vibrational excitations in ice are delocalized over the tetrahedral H-bond network. ͑Clear experimental evidence for such delocalization comes, e.g., from the fact that IR, parallel-polarized Raman, and perpendicular-polarized Raman line shapes of ice are different from each other, see Fig. 1 ; this is since the different FIG. 1. ͑Color͒ Spectra of H 2 O ice ͑left panels͒ and of liquid water ͑right panels͒. Color coding: black, IR; red, parallel-polarized Raman ͑the incoming polarization parallel to the outgoing polarization, spectrum averaged over all possible incoming polarizations͒; green, perpendicular-polarized Raman ͑the incoming polarization perpendicular to the outgoing polarization, averaged over all possible polarization directions͒; blue, density of bond frequencies; and cyan, density of states. Relative units; parallel and perpendicular-polarized Raman are on the same scale. ͑A͒ Computed spectra of top five bilayers ͑300 molecules͒ of an ice slab at 190 K. ͑B͒ Experimental ice spectra, Raman spectra are averages over different polarizations of 167 K single crystal spectra given in Ref. 63 . IR spectrum at 150 K from Ref. 46 . ͑C͒ Calculated liquid spectra for top 300 molecules of a liquid slab at 275 K. ͑D͒ Experimental liquid spectra. Polarized Raman spectra derived from isotropic and anisotropic spectra of Ref. 64 at 263 K ͑solid͒ and 283 K ͑dashed͒. IR spectra at 298 K adopted from Ref. 65. spectra correspond to preferential excitation of different collective OH modes.͒ The parameters for intra-and intermolecular coupling are given in Ref. 42 .
The influence of H bonding on OH stretch is modeled by assuming that the OH-bond frequency is a decreasing function ͑E͒, where E denotes the electric field component parallel to OH at the H atom. E is calculated as the field of the fixed charges and the induced dipoles of an empirical polarizable potential ͑EMP͒. 57, 58 The function ͑E͒ was calibrated against spectra of water clusters. As in the past studies, 44, 45, 59 the coupling between inter-and intramolecular motions was modeled via averaging the electric field E over intermolecular motion. Essentially, thermal excitation displaces OH bonds from the local minimum energy locations, thus weakening the H bonds and reducing the size of the OH-stretch frequency redshifts which are due to the H bonding. In reality, the distribution of intermolecular configurations has contributions both from zero-point delocalization and from thermal excitations. However, in the present study intermolecular motion is treated classically and the mean E value is obtained via averaging over sections of classical trajectories. Such averaging is used to represent the temperature effect on the spectra. Note that in the classical trajectories the molecules are treated as rigid, in the framework of the SHAKE algorithm. 60 The mean E values are calculated from classical molecular dynamics ͑MD͒ and used subsequently to construct the quantum-mechanical OH-stretch Hamiltonian matrix for a given section of a trajectory.
In the case of ice, calculation of spectra requires additional averaging over the possible orientational configurations. The normal hexagonal ice is "proton disordered," i.e., only the oxygens form a periodic pattern, while molecular orientations are random within the constraint of completeness of the tetrahedral hydrogen bond network. 61 In the ice solid, transitions between different orientational structures occur via passage of orientational defects, on a time scale which is way too long for direct modeling by molecular dynamics. 55, 61 Here, ice spectra were calculated as an average over 126 different proton-disordered ice structures. The structures were constructed as described in Ref. 57 , for a ten bilayer ice slab containing 600 water molecules, with twodimensional periodic boundaries in the x, y directions; the z axis is assumed perpendicular to the open slab surfaces. The dimension of the slab was 22.7ϫ 23.6ϫ 37.1 Å 3 . The two exposed surfaces corresponded to the hexagonal basal planes. For each ice model, a 3 ps classical trajectory was run. The last 1 ps was used to obtain the average electric field E at the H atom for each OH bond, the corresponding bond frequency ͑E b ͒, and the average dipole-dipole coupling with other bonds. A specified number of ice bilayers ͑in the range 1-5͒ were included in the calculation of the excited OH states, on one side of the slab ͑the two sides contribute to the SFG signal with opposite signs; 36 the two contributions were calculated separately͒. Thus constructed Hamiltonian matrix for the OH-stretch excitations of dimension 2N ϫ 2N ͑N denotes the number of included H 2 O͒ was diagonalized to obtain the vibrationally excited states. These states were then used to evaluate SFG spectra.
For the studies of the liquid surface, one of the above ice slab models was melted, and an extended classical trajectory was computed to generate input structures for spectra calculations. The trajectory was run at 275 K, about 30 K above the slab melting point for the EMP. ͑There is an inherent uncertainty in the temperature which should be used to model room temperature liquid properties; the question is whether one should use 298 K or a temperature defined with respect to the melting point of a given potential. Fortunately, the temperature dependence of both the computed and the measured SFG spectra of liquid water is modest. 62 Low liquid temperature was chosen for the simulations to facilitate comparison with ice results.͒
In the case of the liquid spectra, continuous evolution of the hydrogen bond network must be taken into account. One might consider an adiabatic approximation in which the spectra are calculated for a thermal distribution of instantaneous intermolecular configurations of the liquid, obtained in MD. However, past studies by other authors 46, 66 and our own numerical tests indicate that thus-obtained spectra are too broad; that is, the intramolecular OH vibrations "feel" a potential which is averaged to some extent over fast intermolecular motions within an inherent structure ͑"motional narrowing"͒. In the present study, the treatment was adopted from Ref. 45 , where liquid IR and Raman spectra were calculated. The electric field at each OH was averaged over sections of trajectory of 1 ps duration, on the order of a lifetime of the hydrogen-bond network in liquid water; the corresponding OH Hamiltonian was constructed for this section of a trajectory, similar to ice, and diagonalized to obtain a set of excited states. SFG spectrum was calculated as a sum of contributions from several hundreds of such sets of states, obtained for different liquid H-bond configurations. The configurations were collected from a 2000 ps long classical trajectory at 3 or 4 ps intervals; alternating sides of the slab were used in the spectrum calculation to reduce structural correlations. ͑The 2000 ps production run was preceded by a 770 ps trajectory to ensure equilibration; the mean translational and rotational temperatures differed by about 1 K due to use of a 9 Å potential cutoff.͒ Thus the liquid SFG spectrum is obtained as a mean of quasistatic contributions from a collection of snapshots of the H-bond network, averaged over local oscillations for 1 ps. A more advanced treatment would include continuous evolution of the OH states in response to changes of the H-bond network. Nevertheless, the present approximate treatment yields reasonable qualitative agreement to experiment for IR, parallel-polarized, and perpendicular-polarized Raman spectra for both ice and liquid, as seen in Fig. 1 = B xxz + C zzz .
In the above, the x and y axes are assumed, respectively, parallel and perpendicular to the plane which includes the three beams ͑visible, IR, and sum frequency͒. The coefficients A, B, C depend on the experimental system geometry and on indices of refraction of the respective media ͑vacuum, interface, and bulk͒; the expressions can be found, e.g., in Ref. 29 . ijk , i , j , k = x , y , z are elements of the susceptibility tensor, which depend on properties of the material. For ice and water, matrix elements other than zzz and yyz = xxz are either zero or small, and were neglected in the above formulas.
In calculations of the SFG spectra, the ijk elements are commonly evaluated as sums of contributions of individual molecules. However, for OH-stretch vibrations in H 2 O, the effects of intermolecular coupling are significant, and one must take into account relative phases of oscillations of the different OH bonds in collective excitations. In calculations of the pertinent ijk elements which incorporate intermolecular coupling, the formulas were adopted from the literature, 1, [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] while treating the entire system as one large space-fixed "molecule."
The matrix elements relevant to the resonant contribution to ijk are products of elements of the dipole and the polarizability derivatives. In a real macroscopic system, the ijk,R elements are continuous functions of . In our limited dimensionality model we divided the entire OH-stretch spectral range 2850-3750 cm −1 into 45 frequency bands of width 20 cm −1 . ijk,R was then obtained as
The sum is over all excited states within a given frequency band, for each set of states corresponding to some H-bond network configuration. The average is over all sets of states included in the calculation. ␣ ij and k denote the system polarizability and dipole components, evaluated by summing over all OH-bond contributions to a given excited state. 42, 46, 67 For ice, the averaging was carried out over 252 distinct surface models. ͑For the 126 different protondisordered ice slab models, each of the two open surfaces was used consecutively to generate a separate set of excited states.͒ It was found that a minimum of ϳ70 surface configurations ͑corresponding to different orientational arrangements consistent with intact tetrahedral bond network 61 ͒ was necessary to obtain a line shape approximating the final result. For the liquid, the convergence of the spectra with the number of configurations was slower than in the case of ice; averaging over at least ϳ250 configurations was needed.
The individual matrix elements connecting the ground state and one of the excited states were evaluated using bond dipole and bond polarizability models: 46, 67 
The Morse matrix element of the bond displacement ͗0͉␦r b ͉1͘ is analytical. 68 The bond dipole derivative b Ј increases with the strength of the hydrogen bond, as described in Ref. 42 . bk denotes the angle between a OH bond and the kth Cartesian axis ͑cos bk is averaged over a 1 ps long section of a classical trajectory͒.
The polarizability matrix element is given ͑in relative units͒ by 46, 67 
The a constant in the equation is given by a = ␣ ʈ / ␣ −͉ −1, where ␣ ʈ and ␣ −͉ denote the bond polarizability derivatives in the directions parallel and perpendicular to the bond, respectively. The ratio ␣ ʈ / ␣ −͉ derived in the past from the analysis of Raman spectra of ice was in the range 4.5-7.0; the value recommended in Ref. 69 is 4.6. ͑This value was also suggested to be consistent with Raman spectra of the liquid.
64,69 ͒ However, this value was derived using a different ͑harmonic͒ model for H 2 O. We found that a much better overall agreement with the surface SFG spectra was obtained using the value of 3.4, which is closer to 3.1 ratio derived from gas phase Raman data for H 2 O. 70 Moreover the ͑␣ ʈ / ␣ −͉ ͒ = 3.4 ratio yielded reasonable agreement between the computed and the experimental parallel-and perpendicularpolarized Raman spectra for bulk ice and bulk water ͑see Fig. 1͒ . The computed ratio between the integrated perpendicular-polarized and parallel-polarized intensities was 0.073 ͑0.124͒ for water and was 0.099 ͑0.096͒ for ice, using the 3.4 ͑4.6͒ bond polarizability ratios; the ratio estimated from digitized experimental data is 0.10 for water and is 0.11 for ice. The ratio ␣ ʈ / ␣ −͉ = 3.4 was then adopted for all OH bonds in liquid H 2 O and ice. In reality, ␣ ʈ and ␣ −͉ values may depend on the hydrogen bond configuration of the water molecule; 35, 36, 49 the issue merits further detailed investigation.
The ijk elements needed to obtain the SFG intensity were finally calculated as
where the sum is over all 45 bands of frequencies in the OH-stretch spectral range ͑2850-3740 cm −1 ͒. ͗ ijk,R ͑ q ͒͘ is the resonant susceptibility element averaged over all sets of states as described above, q is the center frequency of the band, ⌫ q is the damping constant, and ijk,NR is the nonresonant contribution.
At the present stage, no effort was made to derive ijk,NR and ⌫ q from first principles; they were assigned constant val-ues which yield reasonable agreement with the neat liquid H 2 O spectrum ͑Fig. 2͒ and used throughout the article for both liquid and ice. ijk,NR was set to a real constant. The size of yyz,NR determines the relative spectral intensity at the low frequency end ϳ3000 cm −1 of the spectrum versus the "dip" at ϳ3600 cm −1 , see Fig. 2 . A value of zzz,NR which is larger by a factor of 1.3 was determined to obtain best overall agreement to the liquid ppp spectra ͑which are discussed in Sec. IV͒.
The inverse width h / ⌫ q should be of order of relaxation time of OH-stretch excitations within the system. Recent experimental studies 71 of ultrafast vibrational dynamics in liquid H 2 O indicate two relaxation time scales of transient spectra-one sub-100 fs ͑of order of the intermolecular vibrational period͒, and another ϳ1 ps. While relaxation time scales of transient spectra studied in Ref. 71 do not translate directly to ⌫ q values of the present computational scheme, they suggest a reasonable range of values to be explored. The first time scale suggests ⌫Ͼ300 cm −1 , the second ⌫ Ϸ 30 cm −1 . Figure 2 shows calculated line shapes for the ssp spectrum of liquid water, for a series of ⌫ values in the 15-110 cm −1 range. It is seen that inclusion of Lorentzian width modifies the spectra significantly with respect to the ͉ yyz ͉ 2 ͑͒ line shape. In particular, the presence of the low frequency tail ͑which is in accord with experiment͒ is due entirely to the Lorentzian tail. The calculation with ⌫ q =30 cm −1 for the H-bonded part of the spectrum seems to give the best agreement with experiment. This is since for larger ⌫ q values the substructure of the H-bonded spectrum is smoothed out. This substructure is somewhat variable from experiment to experiment ͑e.g., compare the experimental spectrum in Fig. 2 with spectra discussed in Sec. IV͒. However, the very presence of the substructure in the experimental spectra is generally accepted. Therefore, ⌫ =30 cm −1 was employed in all further liquid phase calculations in the H-bonded regime ͑ q Ͻ 3650 cm −1 ͒. For ice, a smaller value ⌫ =15 cm −1 was adopted in the H-bonded region, since the damping in the more rigid solid system is expected to be less effective ͑the difference with respect to ice spectra calculated with ⌫ q =30 cm −1 is modest͒. For the narrow dangling-OH feature in ice and liquid a smaller value ⌫ =10 cm −1 was adopted.
As seen in Fig. 2 , the main deficiency of the computed liquid SFG spectrum, with respect to the experiment, is missing intensity in the 3400-3500 cm −1 range. That is, the computed spectrum decreases rather abruptly in the 3340-3420 cm −1 range, as compared to the experimental spectrum which decays more gradually in the 3400-3600 cm −1 range. Discrepancy between computation and experiment is also observed in this spectral region for the ice surface, as discussed in the next section. The possible origins of this discrepancy will be addressed in Sec. VI.
In the acid simulation, the system included a single hydronium ion, with H 3 O + -water interaction parameters chosen to reproduce the documented surface preference of protonated water. 6, [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] 73, 74 First, potential parameters for hydronium-water interaction used in Ref. 6 in conjunction with the polarizable POL3 ͑Ref. 72͒ potential were adopted; however, a calculation employing this interaction in conjunction with the EMP water potential did not reproduce the hydronium surface preference. ͓EMP was used since the ͑E͒ function needed in calculation of the spectra was calibrated for this water potential.͔ The problem was solved by adding an exponentially repulsive term between the hydronium oxygen and the water hydrogen to represent the hydrophobicity of the oxygen. With these parameters, the ion spent most of the 2500 ps trajectory at one of the slab surfaces. The current parameters for hydronium-water interaction may not be optimal and may exaggerate the hydronium surface preference; however, the typical surface configurations obtained in the trajectory-H 3 O + strongly bonded to water via three protondonor bonds, with the O atom pointing out of the surfaceare consistent with past investigations employing a variety of approaches-multistate empirical valence bond, 18 an empirical potential, 6 and on the fly dynamics. 17, 73, 74 Note that the present study is not designed to demonstrate the surface preference of protonated water ͑this was done in other studies͒ but rather to examine the effect of such preference on the SFG spectra. Calculation of the SFG spectrum included only H 2 O contributions, but not those of protonated water itself, which are expected to be very broad 75 and to extend well below the water OH-stretch range. Thus it is assumed that the experimentally observed SFG signal amplification upon addition of acid is due to preferential orientation of water molecules by the ion. The results discussed in Sec. V seem to support this assumption.
One may note that in reality, protonated water in solution undergoes continuous structural evolution bracketed by two limiting forms, hydronium 
III. RESULTS: ICE
As noted above, the exposed surface of the ice slab model is a hexagonal bilayer corresponding to the basal plane. The bilayer is puckered, with bottom half of the molecules four coordinated and top half three coordinated; each three-coordinated molecule has either a dangling-H ͑d-H͒ or a d-O atom. The surface pattern of dangling atoms varies from one proton-disordered model to another. In the ice interior, the different hydrogen bonds have similar strengths, despite the proton disorder. However, in the top bilayer the distribution of H-bond strengths and the corresponding bondfrequency distribution are considerably broader than in the interior ͑Fig. 3͒. Symmetry breaking by the surface seems to affect the H-bond strength.
The H-bonding characteristics of the top ice bilayer and the corresponding OH-bond frequencies are first discussed. As noted in past studies of ice surfaces and clusters ͑see, e.g., Refs. 41-43 and 79-82͒, d-O molecules form weak donor bonds and therefore correspond to relatively high bond frequencies ͑Fig. 3, top͒. On the other hand, the bonded OH of the d-H molecules forms strong bonds, corresponding to low OH-stretch frequencies. Moreover four-coordinated molecules in the bottom half of the top bilayer form strong donor bonds to d-O molecules, and weak donor bonds to d-H molecules. Thus 2 / 3 of H bonds within the top bilayer are weak, and 1 / 3 are strong. The vertical bonds connecting the top bilayer to the one below are also strong, corresponding to slightly higher frequencies than the strong bonds within the top bilayer. ͑See related discussion in Ref. 81 on H-bond strengths as a function of local coordination in water clusters.͒ Figure 4 shows the calculated elements and the SFG spectra for ice. The elements are first considered for decoupled OH bonds ͓panel ͑A͒; physically, these results correspond to HDO isotopically isolated in D 2 O ice͔. For the decoupled system, the matrix elements contributing to the susceptibility are still given by formulas of the previous section, with a single bond contributing to the sum ͑i.e., c b equals 1 or 0͒ for each excited state. In the case of yyz , bonds pointing ϳ40 deg away from the z axis yield the largest individual values of the pertinent matrix element product since the angular dependence of ͗0͉␣ yy ͉ exc ͗͘0͉ z ͉ exc ͘ is given by ͑1+a cos 2 by ͒cos bz ͑see Introduction͒; however, there is also a nonzero contribution from OH oriented along the z axis. Thus one may reasonably expect contributions to yyz both from bonds within the puckered ice bilayers and from OH connecting the bilayers. The relative contributions are ultimately determined by net polarization of bonds at a given frequency. In the case of the zzz polarization, z-oriented OH yield largest matrix elements and are thus preferentially probed.
In the H-bonded region Ͻ3650 cm −1 , yyz of the decoupled system includes a small negative feature at 3560 cm −1 , a larger positive feature at 3380 cm −1 , and a dominant intense negative peak at 3180 cm −1 . The 3560 cm −1 feature originates from the surface d-O molecules. The 3380 cm −1 peak originates largely from the OH bonds of the four-coordinated molecules in the top bilayer, which donate to d-H molecules; as noted above, the corresponding H bonds are relatively weak and correspond to relatively high frequencies. As seen in Fig. 3 has significant contributions from top three bilayers and is dominated by OH bonds which are oriented along the z axis and which connect the different bilayers. In the top bilayer, the net negative polarization in this frequency range is due to the fact that OH pointing in the +z direction are dangling and correspond to much higher frequency of 3700 cm −1 . In the case of the second and third bilayers, the net polarization appears to be of a dynamic origin. Bonds pointing in the −z direction ͑"into the ice slab"͒ are more tightly localized around the z axis than bonds pointing up ͑see Fig. 5 , bottom͒. Not unexpectedly, the ϳ3180 cm −1 peak dominates also the decoupled zzz element, which favors the z-oriented bonds ͓blue curve in Fig. 4͑A͔͒ . Note that zzz in Fig. 4͑A͒ was reduced by a factor of 2 and thus its negative peak is much larger than that of yyz ; however, the ϳ3180 cm −1 peaks corresponding to the two polarizations strongly overlap.
Inclusion of intramolecular coupling only ͑as in H 2 O isotopically isolated in D 2 O͒ has a minor effect on the two elements ͑not shown͒, due to the smallness of the intramolecular coupling element in condensed phases, as discussed in Sec. II. On the other hand inclusion of the long range intermolecular dipole-dipole coupling has a significant effect on the susceptibility elements ͓compare panels ͑A͒ and ͑B͒ in Fig. 4͔ . In the coupled system, yyz and zzz line shapes differ substantially from each other. yyz peaks at 3000 cm −1 , at the same frequency as the computed parallel-polarized Raman spectrum in Fig. 1͑A͒ . On the other hand, zzz peaks at 3178 cm −1 , near the maximum of the computed IR spectrum. zzz includes also a smaller subsidiary peak at 3000 cm −1 . The nature of excitations contributing to yyz and zzz in the coupled system is of interest. It is noted that the intermolecular coupling results in significant broadening of the density of ice states with respect to the decoupled case ͓compare cyan and blue curves in Fig. 1͑A͔͒ . Moreover in the fully coupled H 2 O-ice system the excited states correspond to collective modes delocalized over the entire system. 40 As dis-
͑Color͒ Panels ͑A͒ and ͑B͒: resonant contribution to elements for ice; same relative units are used for all elements. Black, green, and red correspond to yyz = xxz calculated with one, two, and three top bilayers of ice, respectively. The results for five bilayers are very similar to those for three bilayers. Blue: zzz , calculated with three bilayers, and reduced by a factor of 2 to ease the comparison with yyz . ͑A͒ Decoupled OH bonds ͑"HDO isotopically isolated in D 2 O ice"͒. ͑B͒ H 2 O. Panels ͑C͒ and ͑D͒: computed SFG spectra; the same relative units are used for all spectra. Red, ssp spectrum, which is determined by yyz , and blue, ppp spectrum, determined by a linear combination B xxz + C zzz ; the relative contributions ͑C / B = −0.51͒ were derived for the experimental geometry employed in cussed in the past, 40 the Raman and IR spectra of the coupled H 2 O ice system differ substantially from each other and from the density of states ͓compare the different curves in Fig.  1͑A͔͒ , since the two spectroscopic techniques excite preferentially different types of collective modes. The collective vibrations contributing the low frequency Raman peak were described as globally in-phase "breathing" modes. 40 ,46,83 The higher frequency IR peak is due to excitations in which the molecular dipoles corresponding to asymmetric stretch oscillate in phase. 40, 83 Since the elements include both polarizability and dipole matrix elements, they can be considered as a kind of a convolution of Raman and infrared spectra, albeit weighted by the surface polarization. Thus the ice elements in Fig. 4͑B͒ appear to be dominated by the same two types of collective modes as the Raman and IR spectra; i.e., yyz and zzz are dominated by Raman-active and IR-active modes, respectively. These modes acquire their SFG intensity from surface polarization.
Right panels ͓͑C͒ and ͑D͔͒ of Fig. 4 show the ssp and ppp spectra of ice, calculated for the decoupled and coupled cases, respectively. For the relative units used in the figure, eff,ssp
͑2͒
= yyz ; eff,ppp ͑2͒ = −0.70 xxz + 0.36 zzz ; the latter coefficients were derived for the experimental geometry used in Fig. 6 . ͑See Introduction for further details on how the spectrum is obtained from the elements.͒ In the absence of coupling ͓panel ͑C͔͒, the ssp spectrum would be dominated by a single peak at 3180 cm −1 . The ppp spectrum would peak at the same frequency due to similarity between zzz and xxz ͑= yyz ͒ line shapes in panel ͑A͒; however, the ppp intensity would be four times smaller than ssp due to destructive interference of the overlapping xxz and zzz components. The intermolecular coupling redshifts the ssp spectrum by ϳ200 cm −1 ͓panel ͑D͔͒. In contrast to the decoupled case, the coupled ssp and ppp spectra are displaced with respect to each other, since the overlap between zzz and xxz is reduced significantly ͓see panel ͑B͔͒. Moreover the ssp and ppp intensities are now comparable, due to reduced interference between the xxz and zzz components, although the ppp peak intensity is still smaller than that of ssp.
Note that the spectra shown in panel ͑C͒ would not correspond to HDO isotopically isolated in D 2 O, because of the nonresonant contribution which does not diminish upon isotopic dilution. For 25% HDO, the ssp spectrum would correspond to a dashed line in panel ͑C͒. 84 Nevertheless, in an experimental study deconvolution of the nonresonant contribution might be possible, as was done in the case of the liquid. 54 Figure 6 shows the computed ice spectra versus the experimental ones for single crystal basal plane surfaces, for the ssp and ppp polarizations. Though the agreement is far from quantitative, several experimental features are qualitatively reproduced. These include the relatively sharp ssp peak appearing in the low frequency range of the Ramanactive modes and the significant reduction of the intensity of this peak with increasing temperature. Similar to the experiment, the computed ppp spectra extend from the Ramanactive to the IR-active higher frequency regime. However, in disagreement with experiment, the low frequency wing of the computed ppp spectra is less intense than the high frequency wing. At both temperatures, the peak intensity of ppp is smaller than that of ssp, in accord with experiment.
It is noted at this point that computation of the relative contributions of xxz and zzz to ppp spectra requires as input nЈ, the index of refraction of the interface layer at vis Ϸ SFG . The "best" value of nЈ has been a subject of considerable debate; see, e.g., Refs. 29 and 31, and references therein. In the present calculation of spectra, two choices were tried-one with nЈ equal to that of ice, and another with the average index of refraction of ice and vacuum; these choices are in the general range used in the past in the literature. The first choice yielded the spectra shown in Fig. 6 . The second choice resulted in enhanced discrepancy with respect to experiment, as the computed intensity of the high frequency wing of the ppp spectrum became much larger ͑by a factor of ϳ2͒ than the ssp peak intensity. The use of the ice index of refraction for nЈ appears consistent with significant contribution from the subsurface to the SFG signal and with the fact that the pertinent OH-stretch excitations are delocalized over the ice sample.
A number of additional discrepancies are apparent in the computed spectra, with respect to experiment. The measured distinct small peak at 3400 cm −1 is absent in the computed ppp spectra although a high frequency wing is calculated in this spectral region. The frequency shift between the 128 and 190 K spectra is overestimated, as is the frequency shift of the ice spectra with respect to the liquid spectra. These overestimated frequency shifts are most likely due to classical rather than quantum-mechanical treatment of intermolecular motion. The effect of intermolecular motion on the OHstretch spectra is modeled via averaging of the electric field FIG. 6 . ͑Color online͒ Computed spectra of crystal ice surface ͓͑A͒ and ͑C͔͒ compared to experimental ones in the H-bonded region ͓͑B͒ and ͑D͔͒. The computed spectra correspond to the experimental geometry. Since the model overestimates OH frequency shift due to H bonding, the scales of the top and the bottom spectra were displaced with respect to each other, so that the computed and the experimental spectral bands roughly overlap. Dot-dashed lines in panels ͑A͒ and ͑C͒ correspond to an ice model with a partially reconstructed top bilayer, see text. Three ice bilayers were included in the calculations. The same relative units are used for all computed spectra. Panels ͑A͒ and ͑C͒: computed spectra in the order of decreasing peak intensities correspond to 128 K ͑crystal surface͒, 190 K ͑crystal surface͒, and 190 K ͑reconstructed surface͒. Panels ͑B͒ and ͑D͒: experimental spectra in the order of decreasing peak intensities correspond to 128 and 178 K.
at the H atom of OH over a section of a classical trajectory. Upon freezing of the liquid, and upon further cooling of the ice, the amplitude of the classical intermolecular motion decreases significantly, resulting in strengthening of H bonds and exaggerated frequency redshifts; in reality, reduction in intermolecular motion amplitude is mitigated by the quantum-mechanical zero-point motion.
Lack of zero-point motion may also account for overestimation of the ssp d-OH band intensity at 3700 cm −1 . In the present set of experimental data, detailed results on the d-OH band are not yet available. Preliminary results indicate much lower d-OH peak intensity than that of the H-bonded OHband, in accord with past SFG studies of ice by Wei et al. in the 173-271 K range. 7 For example, in the 173 K ssp spectrum of Fig. 7͑A͒, d -OH peak intensity is an order of magnitude smaller than that of the H-bonded band. On the other hand, the computed d-OH peak intensity at 190 K is about three times larger. While accurate measurements of the d-OH band intensity are known to be difficult due to impurity problem, the computed value is most likely too large. The large computed d-OH intensity is due to the fact that in a crystal surface, d-OH bonds are aligned along the z direction, and classical thermal motion induces only modest angular delocalization ͑Fig. 5͒. Inclusion of zero-point angular delocalization is expected to reduce significantly the polarization of d-OH and the corresponding SFG intensity.
Surface reconstruction could be an additional factor affecting significantly the d-OH intensity as well as the H-bonded SFG band shape. A number of past computational studies ͑see, e.g., Refs. 41, 85, and 86͒ suggested that the top ice bilayer undergoes reconstruction to a disordered structure at some temperature below surface melting. Surface reconstruction was proposed to be associated with reduction of surface dangling atoms, increase in the number of fourcoordinated surface molecules ͑albeit with a strained coordination shell͒, and appearance of a distribution of surface ring sizes instead of six-membered rings only, as in a perfect crystalline surface. While simulations indicate that reconstruction does not require much energy, the transition temperature obtained in simulations is not expected to be particularly reliable. Onset of disorder at about 2 / 3 of the ice melting point is expected. It is of interest to predict the effect of such surface disordering on the SFG spectra.
For this purpose, each of the ice models was subjected to a 5 ps classical trajectory at 275 K. ͑The temperature was rescaled to 275 K every 0.1 ps.͒ This run is used to induce prompt partial melting of the top bilayer. The slab was then recooled to 190 K and the SFG spectrum calculated as described in Sec. II. A surface snapshot of a partially reconstructed and a nonreconstructed surface bilayer at 190 K is shown in Fig. 7 . The effect of reconstruction on the H-bonded SFG signal is surprisingly small, see dot-dashed lines in Fig. 6 . This result is consistent with significant contribution to the signal from the ice subsurface. 
IV. RESULTS: LIQUID
In the discussion below, a liquid "layerЉ is defined to contain 60 molecules, the same number as an ice bilayer in the original ice slab, before melting. That is, water molecules are first sorted according to z value; the first 60 molecules are defined as the top layer, the next 60 molecules as the second layer, etc. A pair of water molecules is defined as H bonded, if a near-neighbor intermolecular O..H distance is less than 2.5 Å. ͑This cutoff corresponds to a minimum after the first peak in the intermolecular O..H distance distribution for the EMP.͒ Figure 8 shows the calculated elements in the H-bonded region of the liquid. In panels ͑A͒ and ͑AA͒ the coupling between OH bonds was turned off; panel ͑B͒ corresponds to a fully coupled H 2 O. In accord with past theoretical studies of liquid H 2 O spectra, [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] the net polarization of the dominant H-bonded band is negative, i.e., "into the surface." In the decoupled-OH case ͓panel ͑A͔͒ yyz and zzz attain largest ͑negative͒ values at ϳ3350 cm −1 . Most of the signal originates from the top layer. Panel ͑AA͒ shows contributions to yyz from the different water coordinations. It is seen that the largest single contribution to yyz in the negative H-bonded region corresponds to the four-coordinated molecules. This contribution amounts to 61% of yyz , integrated over the 3000-3490 cm −1 range. Additional contributions in this range include the "companion" H-bonded OH bonds of the three-coordinated d-H molecules ͑19%͒, threecoordinated d-O molecules ͑7%͒, and H-bonded OH of asymmetrically connected two-coordinated molecules ͑11%; the latter molecules form one H bond via H and another via O͒. One may note that the contribution of the fourcoordinated molecules to yyz displays significant positive polarization in the 3500-3600 cm −1 regime of weak hydrogen bonding; however, this contribution is largely canceled by the negative one of the three-coordinated molecules with dangling O, and the two-coordinated water molecules.
The fact that yyz incorporates contributions from a range of coordinations is in qualitative accord with a recent study 9 employing the computational scheme of Ref. 33 and the POL3 water potential; however, in that study, the single 
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Sum frequency generation surface spectra of ice, water, and acid solution J. Chem. Phys. 127, 204710 ͑2007͒ largest contribution to yyz corresponded to the companion OH of the d-H molecules. The apparent reason for this difference is a different distribution of H 2 O coordinations within the surface layer, for the EMP and POL3 potentials. As seen in Fig. 8͑A͒ , the decoupled band shapes for yyz = xxz and for zzz are very similar to each other, as in the case of ice ͑compare the red and the blue curves͒. The negative susceptibility band extends roughly over the lower twothirds of the density of frequencies; i.e., the polarization originates from the relatively strongly H-bonded OH which tend to point preferentially into the ͑−z͒ direction and moreover correspond to enhanced bond dipole derivative. 42, 87 Reduced susceptibility at the high frequency end of the H-bonded density of frequencies is due to lack of net orientational preference for the corresponding weakly H-bonded OH, as noted above.
As in the case of ice, inclusion of intramolecular coupling has a minor effect on the elements ͑not shown͒. The effect of intermolecular coupling is much more substantial, resulting in significant broadening of yyz towards low frequencies. yyz corresponds now to a broad peak extending from ϳ3180 to ϳ 3380 cm −1 . This peak overlaps roughly with the maximal intensity range of the bulk Raman spectrum; the high frequency end coincides with the peak of the IR spectrum.
As in the case of ice, the coupled zzz peak overlaps with that of the IR spectrum. The overlap between the broad zzz and yyz bands is much more substantial than in the case of ice, resulting in significant interference effects in the ppp spectra, as discussed further below.
Properties of the vibrational excitations contributing to the liquid H 2 O spectra are now considered. The intermolecular coupling results in delocalization of the OH excitations within the liquid, as already pointed out in past experimental 46,50-52 and theoretical 45, 46 studies of liquid IR and Raman spectra. The experimental evidence for collective modes is the observed substantial difference between the Raman spectra of H 2 O and of isotopically decoupled HDO, and between the IR and the parallel-and perpendicular-polarized Raman spectra of liquid H 2 O ͑Refs. 46 and 50-52͒ ͓see Figs. 1͑C͒ and 1͑D͔͒. As in the case of ice, the differences originate from the fact that the IR and Raman intensities depend on relative phases of the bond vibrations in the collective modes, and the two spectroscopic techniques excite preferentially different types of such collective modes.
Some of the properties of the vibrationally excited states of liquid H 2 O are displayed in Figs. 9 and 10 ; the different properties are defined in the figure captions. Maximum delocalization of the excited states is obtained at 3380 cm −1 , some 70 cm −1 below the peak of the density of states ͓Fig. 9͑A͔͒. The excited states at the OH-band edges tend to be localized on individual OH bonds. In the range corresponding to the broad negative yyz peak shown in Fig. 8͑B͒ , the average extent of delocalization increases from ϳ3 to ϳ14 OH bonds as the frequency increases from 3200 to 3380 cm −1 . One may note that typically bonds contributing to an excited state do not belong to the same molecule ͓compare solid and dashed curves of Fig. 9͑A͔͒ . This is since intramolecular coupling in condensed H 2 O is relatively small 42, 44 and moreover typically two bond frequencies belonging to the same H 2 O molecule differ considerably from each other, due to differing strengths of H bonding; the mean intramolecular frequency difference between the two bonds is ϳ110 cm −1 . ͓The distribution of frequency differences is rather broad, see Fig. 10͑B͒ .͔ States in the 3200-3380 cm −1 frequency range relevant to the SFG-ssp spectra are delocalized over relatively strongly H-bonded OH. Interestingly, inspection of system snapshots indicates that these bonds do FIG. 8 . ͑Color͒ Resonant contribution to elements for liquid water; the same relative units are used for all elements. ͑AA͒: decoupled OH bonds ͑"HDO isotopically isolated in D 2 O"͒. Solid line corresponds to yyz calculated with three-top layers of water. Other lines show contributions of H 2 O of different hydrogen-bond coordinations to yyz . Diamonds, OOHH molecules ͑"two bonds via O, two bonds via H," 61%͒; triangles, OOH ͑19%͒; circles, OHH ͑7%͒; and dot dashed, OH ͑11%͒. The numbers in parentheses denote integrated percent contributions to yyz in the 3000-3490 cm −1 range within the negative H-bonded band. ͑A͒ decoupled OH bonds. Solid black, green, and red lines correspond to yyz calculated with one, two, and three top layers of water, respectively. The results for five layers are very similar to those for 3. Blue: zzz , calculated with three layers, and reduced by a factor of 2 to ease the comparison with yyz . Dashed line: density of ͑de-coupled͒ states of the liquid ͓blue curve of not necessarily form continuous H-bonded chains. Significant mixing occurs between oscillations of bonds which happen to be in resonance with each other, and such mixing is possible over some distance, due to the long range nature of the dipole-dipole coupling. While in liquid the extent of delocalization is greatly reduced with respect to ice ͑from the entire system to several OH bonds͒, the low frequency portion of the OH frequency band still corresponds to collective in-phase "breathing-type" vibrations. It is seen in Fig. 9͑B͒ that the low frequency liquid H 2 O excitations retain some globally symmetric character, which decreases as the frequency increases. One may note finally that despite the low intramolecular coupling, the states below 3440 cm −1 retain, on the average, weak local symmetric-stretch character, while the states above 3440 cm −1 have weak antisymmetricstretch character. ͓That is, the average ratio c b / c b+1 between contributions of two bonds of a molecule to an excited state is a small positive/negative number in the two frequency regimes, see solid curve in Fig. 9͑B͒ . The latter result is qualitatively consistent with the results of Ref. 33 , which, however, employed a much larger intramolecular coupling constant.͔ Figure 11 shows the computed ssp and ppp spectra of the neat water surface as a function of the visible beam incidence angle ␤ vis ; the computed results are compared to the experimental spectra of Gan et al. 10 In the calculation of the relative contributions of xxz and zzz to the ppp spectrum, the index of refraction of the interface was taken as the av- ␤ vis values, from top to bottom, for both the experimental and the computed spectra: 39°, 45°, 48°, and 63°. Each pair of ssp and ppp spectra was multiplied by the same ␤ vis -dependent factor to eliminate the dependence of ssp spectra on incident angle. SFG-ssp spectrum is determined by yyz and ppp spectrum is determined by a linear combination of B xxz + C zzz ; the relative contributions ͑C / B͒ depend on the outgoing angle of the SFG beam ␤ SF , to a good approximation ͑Ref. 29͒ used in this computation, ␤ SF Ϸ ␤ vis .
erage of liquid water and vacuum. 29, 88 The computational model reproduces qualitatively the most dramatic findingthe very substantial reduction of the ppp intensity of the d-OH peak with the decreasing ␤ vis . Experimentally, the reduction is by a factor of 85, as compared to the computed value of 26. This result is due to nearly perfect cancellation of xxz and zzz contributions to eff,ppp
͑2͒
at the smallest incidence angle. Moreover, for the two middle spectra corresponding to ␤ vis = 45°, 48°the calculation reproduces qualitatively the blueshift of the H-bonded ppp band with respect to ssp. The blueshift is due to cancellation of xxz and zzz components at the low frequency end of the ppp spectrum. Note that the negative peak of zzz in Fig. 8͑B͒ extends to higher frequencies than the negative peak in yyz = xxz .
Comparison between the computed and the measured ssp liquid spectra was already discussed in the end of Sec. II. As noted there, the main discrepancy appears to be missing intensity in the 3400-3500 cm −1 range. The effects of coupling on the vibrational spectra are usually assessed by comparing the OH band of a dilute solution of HDO in D 2 O to the spectrum of neat H 2 O. However, as noted in the previous section, in the case of SFG the measurement of the dilute HDO spectra is complicated by the fact that the nonresonant contribution does not diminish upon isotopic dilution 54 ͓see dashed spectrum for 25% HDO in D 2 O ice, Fig. 4͑C͔͒ . Nevertheless, the pertinent experimental studies were carried out for liquid water by Raymond et al. 54 In that study, the resonant contribution to the spectrum was estimated while assuming several overlapping contributions to eff,ssp
and fitting their parameters to the observed SFG signal. The top panel of Fig. 12 shows ͉ yyz,R⌫ ͉ 2 derived from experiment, for 25% HDO in D 2 O, and for H 2 O. In order to compare HDO and H 2 O line shapes in the H-bonded region, both line shapes were renormalized to correspond to the same integrated intensity in this region ͑to the red from the d-OH feature͒. The bottom panel of Fig. 12 shows calculated ͉ yyz,R⌫ ͉ 2 for the fully coupled model and for the decoupled one; in the absence of the nonresonant contribution, the latter curve approximates dilute HDO. Comparison of the decoupled calculation to the HDO result derived from experiment is not entirely straightforward, since at the experimental 25% concentration the coupling effects may still be significant. Moreover the line shape derived from the experiment may depend on the functional form used in the fit. On the other hand the computed spectra depend on the assumed Lorentzian form used to model damping ͑see Sec. II͒. Nevertheless both the computed spectra and the spectra derived from experiment display intensity enhancement for H 2 O with respect to HDO in the low frequency end of the spectrum.
͑One may note enhancement by about a factor of 1.6, of the d-OH peak in the renormalized experimental HDO spectrum, with respect to H 2 O. This factor corresponds to enhancement of the d-OH population by about 26%. Part of this enhancement can be accounted for the preference of single donor HDO to bond via D rather than via H, which has been documented in the past for clusters 89 and for ice surfaces. 90 This quantum-mechanical effect is due to zeropoint energy differences; the energetic preference was estimated as ⌬E =52±8 cm −1 for ice and ϳ60 cm −1 for clusters.
Using the larger 60 cm −1 value one obtains d-OH enhancement by 14%, about half of the observed value. Additional contribution to the d-OH SFG peak enhancement in HDO with respect to H 2 O may originate from enhanced local mode character of d-OH in dilute HDO.͒
V. RESULTS: A SLAB WITH A SINGLE ION
As described in the end of Sec. II, the effect of acid on the SFG spectrum was modeled by adding a single hydronium ion to the system. For the potential parameters chosen, the ion spent most of the 2500 ps trajectory at one of the slab surfaces, which was then used to calculate the SFG spectrum. The inset to Fig. 13 shows a typical surface configuration of H 3 O + and its three near-neighbor water molecules. Figure 13 shows comparison between the SFG-ssp spectra of the water slab with and without the hydronium ion. For comparison, experimental spectra of HCl solution at pH = 0.5 and 0.1 are displayed ͑from Ref. 21͒. The calculation reproduces qualitatively the amplification of the H-bonded OH-stretch band in the ssp spectrum by protonated water at the surface, although it fails to reproduce the asymmetry of the enhanced band, with excess intensity at the low frequency end. The amplification is due to hydronium orienting the water molecules within the solvation shell. Comparison of orientational properties at the surface, with and without the hydronium, is displayed in Fig. 14 wards negative cos͑͒, i.e., bisectors pointing into the surface; see diamonds, Fig. 14͑C͒ . ͓In addition, there is some enhancement towards water planes being parallel rather than perpendicular to the liquid surface, see triangles in Fig.  14͑C͒ .͔
The comparison between computation and experiment is not straightforward. In the experimental system, both hydronium and chloride ions are present. Chloride ions do not display strong surface preference, as indicated by a small effect of NaCl solute on SFG spectra in the pertinent concentration range. 5 However, formation of an electrical double layer at the surface in the presence of both ions may have a significant effect on the spectra. 2, 38 Moreover it is difficult to compare the computed and experimental concentration scales. One acid molecule per 600 water molecules corresponds to the experimental concentration of 0.1M. However, the choice of the present potential parameters ͑see end of Sec. II͒, in addition to the use of a single cation in the model, may exaggerate the surface propensity of the proton with respect to experiment, resulting in the overestimation of the acid effect on the H-bonded region. Nevertheless, the observed major amplification of the SFG signal in the H-bonded region appears to be accounted for by the orienting effect of the hydronium ions on the surrounding water molecules.
In the d-OH region, the calculation indicates modest amplification of the peak signal, while the experiment shows modest reduction. 21, 91, 92 The calculated amplification appears to be due to the increase of surface roughness in the presence of the ion; the effect may be exaggerated by the limited size of the model.
VI. SUMMARY
An exciton-based computational model was developed for calculation of SFG spectra of water-containing systems in the OH-stretch region. The advantages of the present scheme are quantum-mechanical treatment of OH-stretch degrees of freedom and relative ease of interpretation as the properties of the excited states contributing to the spectrum can be assessed by analyzing the contributions of the different OH bonds to the vibrational wave functions. The intermolecular degrees of freedom are treated classically. The influence of H bonds on OH-stretch frequencies is modeled via average electric field E at the H atom of a OH bond; the bond frequency is assumed to be a function of mean E value, averaged over intermolecular motion. Both inter-and intramolecular coupling effects are included. The effect of the latter is modest, due to the smallness of the corresponding coupling constant in condensed phases. 44, 55 On the other hand, inclusion of the long range intermolecular ͑dipole-dipole͒ coupling is crucial for the interpretation of ice SFG spectra, and has significant effect on the liquid spectra as well. In ice, vibrational excitations are collective, and spectroscopic response depends on relative phases of different OH bonds in the extended excited states. In the liquid, more modest delocalization was obtained; the excitations extend typically over several OH bonds which happen to be in resonance with each other and which typically belong to different molecules. The present calculations reproduce and provide an interpretation for a number of qualitative features in the experimental spectra of the surfaces of ice, liquid, and acid solutions. In ice, the Raman-active globally symmetric modes are major contributors to the yyz susceptibility, and thus dominate the ssp spectrum. These modes contribute also to the low frequency end of the ice ppp spectra, while the high frequency part of the main ppp feature is assigned to the IR active in-phase dipolar modes, and originates from zzz . The ice surface polarization is dominated by OH bonds connecting the top three ice bilayers. Subsurface polarization is of dynamic origin. Specifically, in the second and third bilayers, the bonds pointing down are localized more tightly around the surface normal than the bonds pointing up, resulting in the net polarization. The computations on ice reproduced qualitatively the measured dramatic increase in the H-bonded ssp-band intensity observed upon lowering of the temperature. In addition to the ordered basal plane ice surface, reconstructed partially disordered ice surface was considered. This is since disordering of the top ice bilayer was suggested in the past to take place well below the surface melting point. 41, 85, 86 Such surface reconstruction is shown to affect predominantly the d-OH band of the SFG spectrum. Onset of reduction of the d-OH signal was, in fact, measured in the past for the ice surface above 200 K. 7 In the case of liquid H 2 O, polarization in the H-bonded region is dominated by OH which form relatively strong hydrogen bonds in the top surface layer; polarization is due to the fact that such OH tend to point preferentially into the surface. Intermolecular coupling results in broadening of the resonant contribution to the H-bonded band towards low frequencies, in accord with the experimental isotopic dilution studies of Ref. 54 . The computation reproduced qualitatively the evolution of the liquid ppp spectra as a function of incident angle of the visible beam, as measured by Gan et al.; 10 the evolution is due to interference effects between xxz and zzz susceptibility elements. Finally, initial effort was made to reproduce the observed effect of acid solute on the H-bonded OH-stretch band in the liquid ssp SFG spectrum. 2, 6, [19] [20] [21] While the current computational model is certainly oversimplified, it reproduces qualitatively the observed amplification of the SFG spectrum in the H-bonded region. The amplification is due to the cation orienting H 2 O bisectors into the surface within the solvation shell.
The agreement between the computed and experimental spectra is far from quantitative. The approximations include classical treatment of intermolecular motion and neglection of the Zundel-type ion contribution to the protonated-water dynamics. Perhaps the most significant limitation is the quasistatic treatment of the liquid spectra. The spectra were calculated as a sum of contributions from numerous liquid H-bond network configurations, for which the average OHstretch Hamiltonian matrix was constructed and diagonalized. The OH-Hamiltonian parameters were averaged over 1 ps sections of a classical trajectory ͑since the lifetime of the H-bond network in the liquid is of order of 1 ps͒. In reality, the H-bond network of the liquid evolves continuously, modulating the OH vibrations. Work is in progress to take into account this continuous modulation in the calculation of the spectra.
The main discrepancy between the computation and the experiment is missing intensity in the high frequency end of the H-bonded part of the computed spectra. In the case of the liquid, the computed spectrum decreases rather abruptly in the 3340-3420 cm −1 range, as compared to the experimental spectrum which decays more gradually in the 3400-3600 cm −1 range. In the case of the ice, the computation did not reproduce a small but distinct peak at 3400 cm −1 observed in the measured ppp spectrum. These discrepancies may be related to neglection of the coupling of OH stretch to the bending overtone, which is likely to affect this spectral region. 93 Alternatively ͑or additionally͒ some of the intensity in this region, as well as the observed broad bands in the vicinity of the dangling-OH feature, 12 may originate from combined excitations of OH stretch with intermolecular modes; such excitations are not included in the present model.
Note added in proof:
Recently we became aware of calculations of SFG spectra for HCl and HI solutions by Ishiyama and Morita. 
